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Dear Sirs, 
 

We would like to inform you that in certain regions to begin with March 2010 Limpieza Purotecnica S.A. 
announces Limited Regional Sales Program of its unique developed and highly efficient CAVI-JET 
CLEANING EQUIPMENT. Basing on the effect of cavitation – forming thousands of micro-bubbles which 
explode while touching the surface being treated – CAVI-JET is considered to be revolutionary equipment 
for underwater cleaning advantageously differing from the traditional cleaning methods and technologies 
represented in today’s market.  
 
Throughout the years CAVI-JET EQUIPMENT & TECHNOLOGY have been proving their incomparable 
advantages in the fields of ship (of any dimensions), offshore oil and other stationary and moving sea & 
river objects with round o’clock reliable functioning in any conditions, which is confirmed by the leading 
companies in this sphere. The unique selling point of CAVI-JET SYSTEMS - the rare combination of 
efficiency, safety for all the being cleaned surfaces, absence of traumatism, compact sizes, absolute 
ecological compatibility and reliability – advantageously distinguish CAVI-JET TOOLS for underwater 
cleaning from all the existing cleaning methods.  
 
Among the CAVI-JET SYSTEMS & DEVICES, which are all functioning using only outside sea or fresh 
water without any mechanical tools at a not-high pressure (which allows not to do harm to any surface 
being cleaned and excepts the possibility of any diver’s trauma) there are lots of different tools which are 
appropriate for any specific purposes and conditions. Please, kindly refer to the attached hereto basic 
characteristics and some other useful data on CAVI-JET TOOLS for more detailed information. 
 
You will find general data on our web sites www.cavi-jet.com and www.purotecnica.com which will be soon 
globally updated and will include all the latest information - new types of CAVI-JET EQUIPMENT (including 
CAVI-JET BLUE SERIES with recently introduced devices for higher performance such as Turbo orifice, 
Rotary noze, Clean & Polish heads, Multicavitator universal pistol etc), newly realized projects, Cavi-Jet 
Worldwide Application and many others.  
 
Our specialists will always help you with the choice of the appropriate equipment, its configuration and kits 
for all your purposes.  
 
Please, do not hesitate to contact us for any inquiries. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Manager Regional 
Alexander Timoshin 
Managing Department 
Limpieza Purotecnica S.A. 
 
 

  
    
    
    
    
  
    
  
SPECIAL LIMITED REGIONAL OFFER    Ref. No.      24860-10 / BS         , Date   28/04/2010  

E-08006 Barcelona, Spain, Tuset 20-24, 6-1 
tel/fax: +34 93 415-3846 / 93 415-3049 

Representative in Malta: 
tel/fax: +356 99 250-420  /  21 803-899 

Representative in Indonesia: 
tel/fax: +62 21 726-9224  /  727-94129 

Representative in China: 
tel/fax: +86 759 222-0418 /  236-85 89 

Representative in Russia: 
tel/fax: +7 495 916-8934   /  916-8934 
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